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Mixing with the gangland hustlers of
one of America’s most notorious
neighbourhoods is an unusual way
to ﬁnd inner peace but, for Nick
Compton, the exposure to the
harsher realities of life has put into
context his England Ashes rejection.
In October last year, as England
were about to walk into an Ashes
trap in Australia, Compton was
visiting one of America’s most
dangerous neighbourhoods, a place
where 700 violent crimes were
recorded last year.
Compton, Los Angeles, is the
hometown of the Compton Cricket
Club which ﬁrst caught the eye of
Nick’s grandfather, Denis, who
thought it was named after him and
nobody at the club had the heart to
tell him otherwise. Set up by an
activist for the homeless to give kids
a chance to escape the life-or-death
nature of the neighbourhood’s
streets, Compton Cricket Club have
been adopted by Nick and last
October he paid his latest visit to the
project.
“My grandfather had an afﬁnity
with the underdog which is
something that has run through my
family,” he said. “Dad played ﬁrstclass cricket in Natal but he played
for the black team and also had an
afﬁnity for the underdog as well and
I grew up with that.
“The project is a way of sharing
the life lessons cricket has taught me
such as discipline, patience, the
ability to concentrate and physical
activity. If the kids on the team did
not have cricket in the afternoon
they would be out with aerosol cans
doing grafﬁti and doing drugs. The
stats say that 78 per cent of these
kids will end up in jail or an
institution, so they need this chance.”
Compton is an experienced
traveller and has seen life outside
the cocooned world of the England
team so is not about to make pithy

comparisons with LA street kids and
his own cricketing disappointments,
but the winter allowed him time
away to reﬂect on what went wrong
almost a year ago when he lost his
Test place agonisingly close to
achieving his Ashes dream.
His ﬁrst reaction was anger and his
comment at the time that he had not
been given a “fair crack of the whip”
upset the overly sensitive England
hierarchy.
“It was just the emotion of the
time. I obviously just wanted to play
for England but the comments did
not go down very well, there is no
doubt about that. I know you have to
get your head down and score runs
and let the selectors do their job
which is a tough one.”
A trek to Peru’s lost city of the
Incas, Machu Picchu, was a chance
for reﬂection and calmed the anger.
He has started this season feeling
more relaxed than ever and
determined to explode the image of
the intense batsmen consumed by
self-doubt.
“England was always something I
built up in my mind growing up but
the beneﬁt of having played nine
Tests is knowing what to do
differently if the chance comes
again,” he said. “I would love to play
for England again but I just see it is a
massive bonus now. I will use those
nine Tests as experience and I would
be a lot more relaxed if given a
chance now but I have deﬁnitely
taken my mind off it. I am not going
into games totally thinking about
England.
“I got close [to the Ashes] but
perhaps it was a great reminder of
life and not just sport. It is a bit like
being on 90 and getting excited, but
you still have 10 runs to go. You have
to keep plodding on, keep doing
what you do to get to where you want
to be. It was not meant to be. A year
on now I have made peace with it

and getting on with the game and
winning matches for Somerset. That
is what got me picked in the ﬁrst
place so it is about keeping an even
keel. If it happens then fantastic.”
Back to second chances again. If
Peter Moores can be granted another
stab at an international career after a
previous failure then why not some
of the players frozen out in the Andy
Flower years.
Compton, Samit Patel and Graham
Onions are some of the ﬁnest players
in county cricket but for various
reasons their faces did not ﬁt.
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Compassion: Afﬁnity for underdogs
took Nick Compton to Compton, LA
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James Whitaker, the new chief
selector, diligently studies county
statistics and will know Compton’s
Somerset scores stack up well. He
averages over 70 for the past three
years and scored more than 1,000
runs in 12 championship matches
after being dropped by England last
summer.
He has started this season well
with a match-saving century against
Durham, made on an early-season
pitch against Onions while
combating a neck spasm that
required a painkilling injection.
Against Sussex at Hove last week he
made 41 in the ﬁrst innings, exuding
the calm of a Test batsman playing
county cricket and it was a surprise
when he got out.
The other statistic of which
Compton is proud is his record with
Alastair Cook. The pair averaged 57.9
runs for the ﬁrst wicket in nine Tests.
England’s opening partnership since
has been worth 25.9 runs in 10
matches with Joe Root and Michael
Carberry both failing to convince as
a long-term partner for Cook.
Flower made a judgment call on
Compton, dropping a player he
thought was short of Test class. His
painful last Test innings at
Headingley was poorly timed as it
coincided with the clamour for
Root’s promotion, while former
England players such as Michael
Vaughan and Geoffrey Boycott, two
experts on the opener’s craft, spotted
technical ﬂaws in his footwork.
He believes he is a better player
now. “I have tried to build what I call
a world-class defence over the last
six years, but now I am trying to be
more productive. The back-foot
punch is something I have worked
on and the pull shot, too. If you are
punching off the back foot well it
means that on good wickets instead
of leaving good balls you can be
more attacking.”
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The retirement of Graeme Swann has
left the spin-bowling spot wide open.
Patel is talented with bat and ball but fell
foul of England’s ﬁtness regimen and has
been cast out more than once.

England have doubts about the Durham
seamer’s ability to take wickets in
unhelpful conditions and feel he may
have lost pace since a serious back
injury, but he remains the
most dangerous bowler
in county cricket and
the closest to
replicating James
Anderson.

He has had no contact from England
since being dropped, so he has a way to
go, but his consistency with the bat
makes him a viable alternative if the
latest young
hopeful, Sam
Robson, fails to
take his chance.

He froze on his Test debut last year, but
the spinner was developed by Peter
Moores at county level and would feel
more comfortable in an England dressing
room with his old coach in charge.
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